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Abstract  Interior of Pracimayasa as the cultural inheritance of Solo city in creative industry is a cultural studies re-

search. The problem of research was how the preservation of Pracimayasa‟s interior as the cultural pledge building in crea-

tive industry. The interior of Pracimayasa as the noble family‟s residence always represents Javanese ethic and etiquette in 

vis-à-vis to modern life. This research employed critical deconstruction theory supported with visual communication semi-

otic theory with hermeneutic approach. The study was expected to give the opportunity of developing creativity in inter-

preting text, the interior of cultural pledge building. Data collection was carried out using observation, interview, document 

study, and library study. Data validation was conducted using data triangulation. The result of research showed that (1) 

rationality in modernism resulted in new awareness that interior of Pracimayasa as the cultural heritage became tourist 

package in dinner or lunch tour in global era interpreted as the recognition through deconstruction process, thereby gener-

ating new interpretation and understanding on the interior of Pracimayasa, (2) the characteristics of Pracimayasa‟s interior 

should be the source of interior designing idea in global era in realizing the concept of interior esthetic balanced and har-

monious with its cosmos to achieve the harmonization of civilization in global era.  
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1. Introduction 

Pracimayasa building constituting a cultural pledge 

building is a residence of Mangkunegaran royal family, 

with tangible and intangible cultural heritage [1]. Pracima-

yasa building as the cultural pledge object should be pro-

tected corresponding to Republic of Indonesia‟s Law No. 11 

of 2010 about Cultural Pledge. As the cultural pledge, Pura 

Mangkunegaran and the cultural activities within it are pre-

served. On the other hand, the release of Republic of Indo-

nesia‟s Law Number 10 of 2009 about Tourism and Local 

Regulation of Central Java Province Number 10 of 2012 

about the Tourism Development Master Plan of Central 

Java Province in 2012-2027 put Mangkunegaran onto dil-

emmatic position.   

Tourism development is considered as having potency in 

economic reinforcement, often called creative economy. 

Tourism and Creative Economy Minister explains that crea-

tive economy is the fourth wave of economic development 

following agricultural, industry and information technology 

[2]. Creative economy is how to create added-value of 

knowledge base including existing cultural heritage and 

technology. It means that Pracimayasa building located in 

cultural pledge area becomes an integral part of tourism 

development. In the attempt of developing tourism, 

Mangkunegaran includes Pracimayasa building as the fam-

ily‟s residence sold in dinner or lunch tour package. The 

process of converting an object formerly not having mone-

tary value into the one with monetary value is called com-

modification. Commodification is defined as the process of 

making non-commodity object to commodity one [3].  

This phenomenon generates a question “how is commod-

ification of Pracimayasa building viewed from conservation 

and creative aspects. The interior of Pracimayasa, as the 

royal family‟s residence, is a private building. Meanwhile, 

in commodification domain, something produced is orient-

ed to sale value. Barker [4], explains that commodification 

is a process associated with capitalism in which object, 

quality and signs are converted into commodity, something 

intended to be sold in the market. 

2. Research Methodology 

This research attempts to explain the commodification of 

Pracimayasa Building in Mangkunegaran. Pracimayasa 

Building, as cultural heritage building formerly having pri-

vate function, now has public function in the context of 

tourism. This research is directed to conceive the meaning of 

commodification built by agents as a relation consisting of: 
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producer, distributor, and consumer of commodity. Bungin 

[5], explains that the research attempts to look for meaning, 

so that the data in the form of description of narrative text, 

words, expressions, opinion, and ideas were collected from 

many sources corresponding to the technique of collecting 

data used. Thus, the analysis model employed was a quali-

tative one. 

This research was positioned in critical deconstruction 

system, using Derrida‟s critical deconstruction and Umberto 

Eco‟s semiotic theories. Corresponding to the type of re-

search, opened to cultural study research, the eclectic theory 

used was obtained through process. The process was con-

ducted pragmatically, in which the author uses theory cor-

responding to the characteristics of object encountered [6]. 

Techniques of collecting data used were observation and 

interview in addition to document and library studies. Data 

derived from information related directly to the Pracimayasa 

building commodification event with various supporting 

documents. The empirical data obtained from the field was 

necessary to understand the object of study comprehensively, 

because a research is basically and individual‟s attempt of 

approaching, understanding, elaborating, and explaining the 

phenomenon related to certain object [7]. The written data 

derived from data source including book, journal, document, 

previous studies relevant to custom and etiquette in 

Mangkunegaran.  

3. Result and Discussion 

Pracimayasa building is cultural pledge building 

in Pura Mangkunegaran Surakarta area now becoming the 

dinner or lunch tour package. Commodification is defined as 

the process of making non-commodity object to commodity 

one [8]. Fairclough [9] (1995: 207), explains that commodi-

fication is a process in which social domains and institutions 

focus their attention on not only producing commodity in a 

narrow definition of economy concerning the products to be 

sold, but on how to organize and conceptualize them from 

production, distribution, and commodity consumption. 

Commodification is to make something a commodity, di-

rectly and deliberately, consciously and maturely. Su-

priyanto suggested that dinner or lunch tour is a tour package 

selling a circumstance of royal guest welcoming, in which 

the tourists were treated just like the royal guest [10]. Con-

sidering such the statement, commodification of Pracima-

yasa building has been conducted with mature consideration 

converting Pracimayasa building as well as its meaning with 

no monetary value into the one with monetary value. 

The meaning of royal family residence is constructed and 

revived to make imitation or simulation of royal guest wel-

coming sold in dinner or lunch tourism package. The term of 

simulation or simulacrum in this study borrows Baudrillard‟s 

opinion related to the appearance production model in con-

sumer community no longer related to duplication of “being” 

or substance of something duplicated, but the creation of real 

models without origin or reality, hyper real [11]. The refer-

ence of duplication is no longer a reality, but what is unreal is 

fantasy. Fantasy is simulated into as if something real. 

The tourists coming to Mangkunegaran are welcomed just 

like the royal guest. Pracimayasa building is activated to be 

means of Mangkunegaran palace‟s activities in receiving the 

royal guest. Custom and procedure of welcoming royal guest 

are constructed through a variety of signs without reference. 

The image of palace is not related to reality at all, the image 

of royal guest welcoming is the pure simulacrum, because it 

is actually a simulacrum of royal guest welcoming only, 

there is only a simulation making Pracimayasa building the 

medium just like royal family‟s residence. A series of activ-

ities is organized based on idea of establishing a royal guest 

welcoming circumstance. Pengageng and relative have never 

been present to welcome the tourists, the royal guest is only 

pseudo because the guest is a tourist, art presentation and 

banquette is not intended to the royal guest but to the tourist, 

all of which are simulation of royal guest welcoming con-

ducted by the tour management in Mangkunegaran. Praci-

mayasa, building, custom and traditional etiquette of 

Mangkunegaran are the media of building brand. Interior 

circumstance is built through simulacrum of royal guest 

welcoming to build the royal guest hyperreality. 

Mangkunegaran as the owner and the manager all at once 

produces a sign building a royal guest welcoming circum-

stance to be captured and enjoyed by dinner or lunch tourists. 

As suggested by Umberto Eco, the semiotic work mecha-

nism in communication, the manager of Pracimayasa 

building becoming the author is called interpretant of first 

sign to be built (Pracimayasa building), that in turn refers to 

object (meaning of Pracimayasa building), and tourist be-

comes representamen. Thus, a sign or representamen has 

triadic relation with its interpretant and object. Considering 

the field observation, the process of producing simulacrum 

of the Mangkunegaran Palace family residence interior for 

welcoming the royal guest in semiotic process leads to the 
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shift of space‟s function in Pura Mangkunegaran Surakarta 

not only Pracimayasa building, from the Pura‟s yard con-

verted into parking area, Topengan into vehicle transit place, 

Pendopo into the art performance stage, Paringgiran and 

Dalem Ageng into tourist circulation place, and Pracimayasa 

ward into photo booth. The residence in the concept of tra-

ditional house is organized based on hierarchy, ethic reflec-

tion of Javanese etiquette, has shifted into the place of 

building memory in social media practice for the tourists. 

The elaboration above shows that the attempt of Praci-

mayasa building in dinner or lunch tourist package is based 

on the spirit of conservation by means of reviving the func-

tion of every main room of Pracimayasa building as the place 

where royal guest welcoming tradition lives in 

Mangkunegaran, but finally has changed the meaning of 

Pracimayasa building. When facing the change, the meaning 

of Pracimayasa building in Mangkunegaran is the object 

made the commodity in a tourism industry. The commodity 

builds on reengineering action in individual relation and 

production relation about the interior simulacrum of royal 

guest welcoming place. Individual relation is fluid, not re-

lated to each other individual. Meanwhile, in production 

relation, it is commodified sustainably and is a unity. No 

interaction between both of them but compelled integration 

of a need system to production system. The consumption 

object is a particular articulation of a series of expression, the 

presence of which precedes commodity. In this system, it can 

be seen that an individual is constructing his own idiom until 

he/she loses the correct sentence, until one is in quarrel with 

another and competes for influence. It is, of course, a clas-

sification system rather than a language. Such the need is 

created by consumption object because object acts as the 

category of object determining the human category arbitrar-

ily. The private meaning of Pracimayasa building is that it 

becomes a prestigious place for tourist, as a commodity 

included into cyber world by tourists and travel agent 

through viral social media. This phenomenon will exert 

ongoing impact due to social media and technology‟s in-

fluence. 

As Adian states [12], the social media and technology 

advance indirectly leads to the creation of consumer com-

munity, and then the object signs status social and replaces 

any social hierarchic difference existing. An introduction of 

universal code informs the community that those that can 

obtain dinner and lunch banquette opportunity as the guest of 

Mangkunegaran Palace are put into Pracimayasa along with 

various facilities have prestigious and special status; there-

fore, not everyone can get it. City tourism led 

Mangkunegaran to take action to commodify Pracimayasa 

building into the space of creating consumptive community, 

so that the consumption in this view can determine an indi-

vidual‟s social status. In capitalist system, human relation-

ship has been transformed into object relation controlled by 

certain code or sign [13]. The difference of status is defined 

as the difference of sign consumption, so that the wealth is 

measured by the number of sign consumed. Consuming or 

accessing the tourism in Pracimayasa building of Pura 

Mangkunegaran symbolizes the presence of status in certain 

social group. 

Commodification of Pracimayasa building in 

Mangkunegaran Surakarta in dinner or lunch tour package is 

analogized as the screen or network converting Pracimayasa 

private space into consumption public one through the royal 

guest welcoming simulacrum. The stage of creating simula-

crum in the commodification of Pracimayasa building in 

Mangkunegaran Surakarta of course contains a variety of 

dramatization conducted through a plot full of dramatic 

action. Generally, dramatization is controlled by the pro-

duction house, in this case the tour/travel agent in coopera-

tion with Mangkunegaran Tourism Service under Mondro-

puro‟s control, as the one responsible for Pracimayasa 

building as the asset in Mangkunegaran. Finally, it is im-

possible to distinguish the real from the spectacle only so that 

there is no reality but hyperreality. 

The effect of simulacrum of royal guest welcoming loca-

tion interior occurs due to the presence of community‟s trust 

in the reality actually unreal. This duping over reality can 

result in a cultural pattern easily imitating what seen as a 

reality in the media of promoting tourism realized into the 

event of welcoming the Royal Guest in Mangkunegaran. 

Therefore, such the commodification can make 

Mangkunegaran patterned to be consumptive society artic-

ulated as the community composed of and supported by 

consumption, making consumption the center of life activity 
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with the wish to keep consuming [14]. Thus, commodifica-

tion over the Mangkunegaran-owned Pracimayasa building 

develops not only as the need with exchange value and 

usefulness. 

It is confirmed by Derrida that has deconstructed logo-

centrism. In the phenomenon of Pracimayasa building 

commodification, modernization era seems to have resulted 

in deconstruction over Pracimayasa building. The decon-

struction of Pracimayasa‟s building is conducted in the frame 

of conservation, so that the private meaning of Pracimayasa 

is not singular, but it occurs when Pracimayasa building is 

encountered by tourism organizer, in which the private signs 

become the ones interpreted freely and automatically gen-

erating new meaning as the sign with sale value through the 

simulacrum of royal guest welcoming. 

In the stage of sign consumption, for the tourists, the pri-

vate meaning shifts to the profitable or prestigious place. As 

suggested by Umberto Eco, in understanding sign, a series of 

code has been constructed to represent content, but in 

communication process, text is often interpreted as in con-

tradiction with the code background intended by the author 

due to semiotic process. It occurs in the creative process of 

making Pracimayasa interior the place to welcome the royal 

guest, in the attempt of reviving the traditional custom and 

etiquette of welcoming the royal guest as one of Javanese 

culture‟ exaltedness. Finally, the interior of Pracimayasa is 

conceived, by tourism, as the use of space as prestigious tour 

destination, as the photo booth to fill in the social media in 

order to confirm the consumerism culture. 

4. Conclusion  

Considering the elaboration in the discussion above, it 

can be stated that rationality in modernism result in new 

awareness that the interior of Pracimayasa, as cultural in-

heritance, becomes the tour package in dinner and lunch 

tour in global era interpreted as the recognition through 

deconstruction process, thereby generating new interpreta-

tion and understanding on the interior of Pracimayasa as the 

practical place in consumerism. 

In creative industry domain, this measure can evidently 

contribute to economic development, but in conservation 

domain it has faded the meaning of Pracimayasa building as 

the residence of royal family reflecting on Javanese ethic 

and etiquette living within it. Therefore, in order to contrib-

ute to the creation of nation‟s cultural character, the charac-

teristics of Pracimayasa interior should be the source of 

interior designing idea in global era in realizing the aesthet-

ic concept of interior that is balanced and harmonious with 

its cosmos to achieve the harmonization of civilization in 

global era. 
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